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I.  Introduction 

A good promotional strategy encompasses advertising, sales promotion, public relations, and personal selling in 
order to communicate with their present and potential consumers (Kotler, 1994). Because they have been shown 
to have a significant sales impact, sales promotions are majorly employed in businesses. Application of consumer 
sales promotions in product management requires debate over its’ effectiveness. Critics argue that sales 
promotions are ineffective as they make consumers more promotion prone, resulting in market share losses in the 
long run (Ehrenberg et al., 1994; Totten and Block, 1987). However, other researchers have shown that sales 
promotions lead to real long-run increases in sales and profits (Dhar and Hoch, 1996; Hoch et al., 1994). This 
discrepancy suggests there are other factors at work; for instance, that sales promotions are more effective when 
they provide benefits that are congruent with those of the promoted product (Chandon et al., 2000). Sales 
promotion is thus, a direct inducement that offers some additional value to its customers for speed up selling 
process and to increase sales volume and to expect a desired behaviour from consumers. Businesses today face 
the key challenge of gaining competitive advantage using promotions to choose a promotional tool which is 
suitable for the brand and the product type. It has been realised that it is very important to know the consumer‘s 
preferences and the actions that influence his or her behaviour (Alvarez and Casielles, 2004) to identify which 
promotional tool promotes sale of the product.  But to understand which Sales Promotion technique has what 
impact not much literature is available. The aim of this work is to find effective combination of promotional tools 
with selected segment type to ensure consumer responses towards the marketing expenditure borne. 

II.  Literature Review 

Businesses today are continually looking for ways to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of their 

operations. Coming under increasing pressure and scrutiny are promotional expenditures like public relations, 

personal selling, advertising, and sales promotions because they have long been among the most challenging 

marketing costs to analyze or justify on a profit versus cost basis. It is important to understand which technique 

has greater impact on Consumer for appropriate budgeting decisions. Marketers spend an enormous amount of 

time finding out what consumers really want and what promotions will be most effective. Given the very large 

expenditures allocated to sales promotion tools, understanding what strategy to use for a given promotional 

cost/value remains important. The basic decisions’ confronting a manager, when implementing a promotion, is  
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Table 1: Sales Promotion tools commonly employed by marketers, collected through extensive desk research. 

 

the type of promotion to be used and the benefit to be offered to consumers. We have identified tools of Sales 

Promotions and the techniques which have been used by other researches to understand their effectiveness by 

extensive desk research of previous authors, as shown in the table 1.  

 

III. Research Design and Methodology 

The promotional tools observed through desk research were segmented (Consumer Durables goods, Fast moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) and business services) with respect to the durability and tangibility characteristics, after 
discussion with experts. Also, consumer behavior which marketers primarily try to capture were identified from 
literature review, and are stock piling (SP), purchase acceleration (PA), brand switching (BS), spending more 
(SM) and product trial (PT) (Shi et al., 2005). Second step was to perform primary research which involved a 
self-administered questionnaire survey. The aim of the survey is to understand consumers’ usage, attitude and 
behavioral responses towards sales promotion tools in different types of segments. One specific form of 
behavioral response may be induced by more than one promotional tool. For instance, new product trial may 
result from a price discount, a coupon specific to the product or an in-store demonstration. Similarly, one specific 
sales promotion tool may induce more than one type of consumer response. For example, an in-store 
demonstration may encourage consumers to try a new product, accelerate a purchase, spend more, or all three. So 

S.No

. 

Tools Techniques For Measurement Name Of Authors 

1. Sweepstakes or lucky 

Draw 

Perceived value of the prize associated Blattberg and Neslin (1990); Shi et al. (2005);  

Kalra and Mengze (2010) 

2. Premiums Attractiveness, value, utilitarian or hedonic nature Kwok and Uncles (2005); Palazon and 

Ballester (2009) 

3. Price Discount Consumer Psychographics: (relativistic and 

quantitative reasoning) 

Shi et al. (2005); Sathish and Naachimuthu 

(2011) 

4. Free Sample Ability to promote product trial Sathish and Naachimuthu (2011) 

5. Bonus Pack  Believability; perceived value, purchase intention, 

sellers motive,  product quantity 

Ong et al. (1997) 

6. Buy-One-Get-One-

Free  

Acceptability to pilling up stock, pilferage 

associated 

Helsen and Schmittlein (1992) 

7. In-store Display Retention in memory and recalling power;  Kautish (2011) 

8. Seasonal Offers Perceived value and hedonic nature (quality and 

utility) 

Pahomi and Leith; Kwok and Uncles (2005) 

9. Use of Reward cards Capacity of Repeatable purchases and Customer 

Loyalty and Price sensitivity 

Kim  et al.( 2001) 

10. Free gifts Believability; perceived value, purchase intention;  Sathish and Naachimuthu (2011) 

11. Refund Offers Effort required to be put in, its worthiness and 

meaningfulness 

Marketing News (1967) 

12. Money Off Association between price cut, display and Features Alvarez and Casielles (2005) 

13. Demonstrations and 

trials 

Customer's perceived risk Ehinlanwo and Zairi (1996) 

14. Discounted Prices Association between price cut, display and Features Alvarez and Casielles (2005) 

15. frequent user 

programs 

Repeatable purchases and Customer Loyalty and 

Price sensitivity 

Kim  et al. (2001) 

16. loyalty programmes Capacity of Repeatable purchases; Loyalty and 

Price sensitivity 

Kim et al. (2001) 

17. price packs Association between price cut, display and Features Papatala and Krishnamurthi (1995); Alvarez 

and Casielles( 2005) 

18. Shelf-price discounts Utilitarian V/S Hedonic Palazon and Ballester (2009); Kwok and 

Uncles (2005) 

19. Coupons The couponed brand's repurchase probability; actual 

amount of cent off offered on the MRP. 

Sathish and Naachimuthu (2011); Alvarez and 

Casielles (2005); Papatala and Krishnamurthi 

(1995) 

20. price cuts Trade-off between price and the features offered Blattberg and Neslin (1990); Papatala and 

Krishnamurthi (1995) 

21. Display  Dynamic variation in response and Monetary effect 

observed Post display promotion 

Blattberg and Neslin (1990); Papatala and 

Krishnamurthi (1995) 

22. Features Dynamic variation in response and Monetary effect 

observed Post Feature promotion 

Papatala and Krishnamurthi (1995) 

23. Bonus Points Frequency of usage and Repeatable purchases Alvarez and Casielles (2005) 

24. Contests Consumer risk aversion and degree of subadditivity. Kalra and Mengze (2010) 

25. Event Marketing self-congruity with the promotional event Ehinlanwo and Zairi (1996) 

26. Point-of-Sale 

Materials;  

Perceived value of the prize associated Penton Media (2011) 

27. Vacations Employee relations: compensation against extra 

working days  

MLT Vacations 
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the hypothesis will be designed to understand relation between the two. The target respondents will be local 
consumers aged 18 to 40 who have experience in purchasing products across all the segments. Regarding the 
content of the questionnaire, there are three key parts, where each part is designed for one of the three segments 
which try to evaluate consumer’s behaviour towards considered promotional tools. Each question in the 
questionnaire was translated into customer’s language.  The questions were asked about their preference for one 
promotional tool towards the most likely consumer response. They had to choose between responses ranging 
from Never (1), rarely (2), Can’t Say (3), Sometimes (4) and Always (5) as per their perceptions for answering 
the question about each promotional tool. A total of 122 responses were collected for this part of research.  

Table 2: Promotional tools considered in the three segments. 

 

 After data collection, data was tested to have no missing values and prepared for further analysis. Regression 

Analysis has been performed to identify the most effective promotional tools in FMCG, Consumer Durables, and 

business services segments among the tools considered which are capable of bringing about responses such as 

stockpile, brand switching, product trial, purchase acceleration, and spending more. Excel was used to observe the 

impact on dependent variable (which are the different promotional tools) because of the independent variables 

(consumer responses in terms of stockpile, brand switching, purchase acceleration, product trial, spending more). 

R-Square has been used for understanding the overall level of association between the dependent and independent 

variable, since R-Square is the proportion of variance in the dependent variables which can be predicted from the 

independent variable.  For analysing two cases were considered, when constant is equal to zero which considers 

that only the considered customer responses are possible to be expected from the consumer when exposed to 

promotional tools. Second, When constant is not equal to zero. In this case, the independent variables considered 

were not assumed to be the only customer responses possible, that is there are more consumer responses possible. 

And then cumulatively, from the above two the most effective promotional tools are identified.  Apart from 

identifying the most effective tool among the selected promotional tools in the three segments, Correlation was 

performed (using SPSS) between the all the promotional tools with all the five customer responses to identify 

which customer response is most correlated, or highly related with the promotional tool respectively based on the 

Pearsons coefficient’s value, whereby the higher the value, higher is the correlations. And thereby, of a 

promotional tool leads to multiple consumer responses or not was checked. On the above basis, two hypotheses 

were formed to be applied in all the segments for all the promotional tools towards the five responses considered, 

which are:  

H01: In Considered goods segment, the use of selected promotional tools (individually) does not 

influence consumer behaviour. (Tested using regression across the three segments) 

H02: In Considered goods segment, the use of selected promotional tools (individually) are not effective 

in producing multiple consumer responses. (Tested using correlation across the three segments) 

Following that, in the third step Multidimensional Scaling using SPSS was performed across all the segments 

considered to obtain perceptual maps. Questionnaire was prepared and 83 responses were collected for carrying 

out this part of the research. The respondents had to answer the questions sent by selecting the most likely brand 

among the top players (varied across the three segments), which they will purchase if the shortlisted effective 

promotional tools were offered (in customer Language) along with focus on the consumer response. Aim of 

Perceptual Mapping was to understand how customers perceive different brand, when all the brands offer the 

same identified effective promotional tool (identified in Step 2) in all the three segments.  

IV.  Result and Discussion 

In Multiple Regressions, if the F value is greater than the critical value of F, for all the promotional tools, then 
Null hypothesis is rejected. Critical F value at df1= 5, df2= 116 (=122-5-1) and 5% level of significance is 2.2899. 
F value for all the promotional tools has been considered for testing hypothesis (H01). Also, p-value associated 
with the F values is also checked to see, if the independent variables reliably predict the dependent variable. Also, 
R2 value is considered for analysis  to understand the proportion of variance in the dependent variables which can 
be predicted from the independent variable (same across all the three segments). For all the promotional tools 
under every segment, it was found that the if consumer responses are restricted to the five consumer responses 
considered (constant=0), then, all promotional tools are found to be effective in invoking consumer response in all 
three segments. However, if the scope of consumer responses is expanded, then Sweepstakes are found to be 
ineffective in Fast moving consumer goods segments and BOGOF is most effective since it has the highest R-
square value. In consumer durable segments, only Product Warranty is found effective, and in Business services 

S.No. Sector Tools Considered. 

1. Fast Moving Consumer 

Goods  

Sweepstakes, Coupon, free trials and samples, price packs, price discounts, BOGOF. 

2. Consumer Durables Goods In Store Display, Seasonal Offers, Free Gifts and  Tie ins, Refund Offers, Point of Sale, 

Product warranty 

3. Business Services Demonstration and Trial; Premiums; Frequent User Programs; Reward Cards; Refund Offers. 
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Dependent Variable Independent Variables

R square value f value R square value f value p value

Sweepstakes PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.82 109.33 0.09 2.34 0.02 Rejected

Buy one get one free PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.93 299.17 0.30 9.73 0.046 Rejected

Price Packs PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.93 292.13 0.19 5.29 0.00 Rejected

Coupons PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.92 272.33 0.23 6.86 0.04 Rejected

Free Trials and Samples PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.92 283.21 0.24 7.47 0.00 Rejected

Price Discount PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.95 441.34 0.15 3.97 0.00 Rejected

R square value f value R square value f value p value

In-store display PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.90 211.49 0.06 1.57 0.04 Rejected

Point of sale PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.86 148.59 0.05 1.09 0.05 Rejected

Seasonal offer PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.94 361.97 0.03 0.66 0.02 Rejected

Refund Offer PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.86 140.73 0.02 0.49 0.05 Rejected

Product Warranty PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.94 339.69 0.07 2.99 0.02 Rejected

Free Gifts and tie-ins PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.88 164.28 0.01 0.32 0.03 Rejected

R square value f value R square value f value p value

Demonstration and Trials PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.90 217.70 0.07 1.71 0.01 Rejected

Frequent User programs PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.91 247.65 0.15 4.02 0.00 Rejected

Reward Programs PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.88 173.30 0.16 4.31 0.00 Rejected

Refund offers PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.91 244.43 0.19 5.51 0.00 Rejected

Premiums PA, SP, SM, BS, PT 0.91 248.72 0.26 8.05 0.03 Rejected

Ho
Case 2: Constant not 0

Fast moving consumer goods

Case 1: Constant = 0

Consumer Durable goods

Bussiness Services

only demonstrations and Trials are found to be ineffective, with premiums being the most effective. Thereby, for 
the rest of the case, null hypothesis is rejected, and Promotional tools significantly influence the consumer 
responses (refer Table 3). 

Table 3: Regression analysis applied across three segments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After performing Regression, Correlations have been used to identify, if there exists significant association 

between promotional tools and multiple consumer responses.  

 
Figure 4: Correlation Coefficient values between the consumer responses and promotional tools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Testing null hypothesis which is ‘In Considered goods segment, the use of selected promotional tools are not 

effective in producing multiple consumer responses’, in FMCG segment, all the promotional tools were found to 

be effectively associated with more than one consumer responses, hence Null hypothesis rejected. In Consumer 

FFaasstt  MMoovviinngg  CCoonnssuummeerr  ggooooddss  

((FFMMCCGG))  

BBSS  PPAA  SSPP  PPTT  SSMM  H0   

SSwweeeeppssttaakkeess    --    00..220077**  00..118833**    --  --    RReejjeecctteedd  

PPrriiccee  DDiissccoouunnttss    00..225544**  00..226677**  00..333366**  00..22**  00..228877**  RReejjeecctteedd  

PPrriiccee  PPaacckkss    --    00..333344**  --    00..333388**  00..3366**  RReejjeecctteedd  

BBOOGGOOFF    00..442255**  00..449977**  00..444411**  00..442255**  00..2299**  RReejjeecctteedd  

FFrreeee  TTrriiaallss  aanndd  SSaammpplleess    00..445555**  00..442255**  00..332244**  00..229922**  00..229933**  RReejjeecctteedd  

CCoouuppoonnss    00..330022**  00..444455**      00..220077**  00..332255**  RReejjeecctteedd  

*Correlation found at 5% level of significance 

Consumer durable goods BBSS  PPAA  SSPP  PPTT  SSMM  HH00    

In-store Display  -  -  -  0.2* -  AAcccceepptteedd  

Point of Sale  -  -   - -  -  AAcccceepptteedd  

Seasonal Offers  0.137*  - -  -  -  AAcccceepptteedd  

Refund Offers  -  -  -  0.109* -  AAcccceepptteedd  

Product Warranty  0.618* -  -  0.35* 0.651* RReejjeecctteedd  

Free Gifts and Tie-ins  -  -  -  -  -  AAcccceepptteedd  

*Correlation found at 5% level of significance 

BBuussiinneessss  sseerrvviicceess  BBSS  PPAA  SSPP  PPTT  SSMM  H0   

DDeemmoonnssttrraattiioonn  aanndd  TTrriiaall    --    --    00..220022**  --    --    AAcccceepptteedd  

FFrreeqquueenntt  UUsseerr  PPrrooggrraamm    00..225599**  00..229977**  00..229955**  00..330099**  00..335522**  RReejjeecctteedd  

RReewwaarrdd  PPrrooggrraammss      00..226611**  00..225544**  00..118833**  00..336655**  00..226655**  RReejjeecctteedd  

RReeffuunndd  OOffffeerrss    00..336699**  00..334433**  00..3355**  00..331177**  00..333333**  RReejjeecctteedd  

PPrreemmiiuummss    00..443366**  00..442244**  00..441166**  00..338822**  00..440066**  RReejjeecctteedd  

*Correlation found at 5% level of significance 
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Durable segment however, only Product Warranty is found to be associated with multiple consumer responses 

(null hypothesis rejected), hence null hypothesis is accepted for in-store display, free gifts and tie-ins, point of 

sale, seasonal offers and refund offers. In business services, apart from Demonstration and trial, all the other 

promotional tools were found to be associated with consumer responses, thereby null hypothesis is rejected for 

all the promotional tools in this segment, apart from Demonstration and Trials. The highest value of Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient were found for BOGOF, Product warranty, and Premiums in the FMCG, Consumer 

durable, business services segments, respectively. Similarly the highest value of R- square was found 

cumulatively from the two cases in regression for these three promotional tools only. Hence it can be said, that 

these three promotional tools are most effective amongst the considered promotional tools across all segments. 
 

Figure 1: Consumers’ Perceptual Map for Brands for the three identified effective promotional tools of Sales promotion in FMCG, 

consumer durables, and business services segments respectively. 

 
 

From the figure above it has been observed, in FMCG segment, BOGOF promotional tool, if offered by Godrej 

and ITC, is most likely to attain a customer response offering high returns in terms of bringing about product 

trial, purchase acceleration, stock pile, brand switching etc. P&G, Nestle, HLL can expect to grab consumer 

interest and attention even without offering the sales promotional tool probably because they have a distinct 

consumer base which has high level of interest in its product. In, Consumer Durable goods segment, Product 

Warranty, if offered by all the chosen brands, then only, Philips is most likely to get a positive response. Apart 

from Philips, offering of product warranty is insignificant on Samsung and Whirlpool, which means offering 

product warranty doesn’t encourage consumer interest for these two brands. Sony and LG on the other hand, 

have a strong customer base, their product quality and benefits overshadows availability of product warranty. In 

business services segment, taking example of Automobiles, Premiums if offered by Tata Motors, Hyundai, Ford, 

are most likely to attract consumers towards purchase or trial or spending more or brand switching, etc towards 

their product. Honda and Maruti Suzuki sales and consumer interest are however independent of Premiums for 

gaining consumer interest. This indicates consumer interest is independent of or has less impact of promotional 

tool used by these two brands.  

V. Conclusion 

The research work is expected to provide new insights to the marketers for understanding of sales promotion 

tools and its impacts on Indian customers' responses to sales promotion tools. By this, firms can increase sales 

by use of right promotional tools to attract consumers as per the required responses.  

Amongst the considered sales promotion tools in FMCG sector, BOGOF was found to be highly correlated with 

PA, PT, SM, BS, SP, it also ranked highest in the regression analysis performed. Price Discounts were found to 

be more associated with generating Stock piling more than the rest of consumer responses. Price Packs was 

more correlated to Product Trial and Free Trials are most likely to result in Brand Switching and Purchase 

acceleration. Perceptual mapping it is noticed that if Godrej and ITC use BOGOF, then they can expect higher 

interest from Consumer in their products. 

In Consumer Durable Segment, it was noticed that in comparison to the other two segments considered, 

promotional tools are not much effective for invoking consumer response. Free Gifts and tie -ins and Point of 

Sale are not much associated with any of the responses. In store Displays and refund offers may however 

promote product trial. Seasonal offers however can lead to Brand switching tendencies. Among all the 

promotional tools, Product Warranty is comparatively much more effective in generating Brand switching as 
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well as spending more responses in customers. Perceptual Mapping performed on the brand for Product 

Warranty showed that LG and Sony has a very loyal Customer Base and customers generally have interest in 

their product, and even if it doesn’t offer promotional tools, it is most likely to maintain its sales. Philips on the 

other hand can expect boost in sales if it offers augmented product benefits. Samsung and Whirlpool seem to 

lack interest generation and according to the perceptual map, it is most likely that investment in promotional 

tools by these two brands may not lead to any change in customer interest in their brand`s products. 

In Business Services Segment, the effectiveness of promotional tools was observed. Premiums were found to be 

most effective in generating instantaneous customer response. For example, a technology outsourcing company 

might prefer a year of free technical support for its product purchased. Similarly a Fast-food company can offer 

special toys in their children' meals. Offering premiums gives a business owner the opportunity to partner with 

complementary businesses, creating a wider target audience. From the perceptual map of brand, it was noticed; 

Tata Motors and Ford can both invite customers to its door steps if premiums are offered. So it can be observed 

that sales promotions are more effective when the benefits provided are congruent with those of the promoted 

product type which is in Chandon et al. (2000) work. For example, if BOGOF is offered in Consumer durable, 

promotion tool is most likely to fail to increase sales, since consumer is less likely to have an intent to stockpile 

consumer durable, thus product warranty type of promotion tool is more effective in this case. This way, 

achieving competitive advantages over its competitors is possible only by offering right promotional tools in 

context with product characteristics. 
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